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Training

Primetake offer full Certificated training courses in the use of our products to ensure safe
operation and a full understanding of all the operational advantages.
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 Ergonomically designed radial blast device with anti-roll feature
 Extremely safe and reliable
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Operational Distraction Grenade
Operational 6 Bang
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NB information correct at time of going to press.
¹All users must ensure that they are fully protected at all times during training and operations to limit impact.
*Thomas Lowe Defence

 Low fire risk, tested by the Defence Academy Cranfield University
 Can be reloaded up to 100 times with either training or
operational cartridges for cost effective training
 Light weight aircraft grade aluminium and steel construction for
maximum durability and service life
 Can be armed and deployed one handed
 Radial blast eliminates movement of the device on detonation

“Cost effective and flexible
devices that give incredible
capability and enhanced
officer safety”

 Equipped with an accessory attachment point for bang poles,
glass breaker, magnetic base and door mine plate
 Multi bang capability - with the use of multi bang base adaptors,
a number of devices can be attached to each other and used as
a 30 second to 1 minute diversionary device.

The

For more information on Primetake
products call +44 (0)1522 752323 or
email sales@primetake.com

/ TLD Range

Winner of 2011 ADS award for
Best Technical Innovation

